NUMBER LOOKUP SERVICE
Accurate, reliable mobile number information to increase
reachability, reduce delivery costs, strengthen security.
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Number Lookup Service offers valuable insight on phone numbers using the Mobile Number Portability
(MNP) Database and Real-time (HLR Live) Lookup. The MNP Database obtains mobile phone number
details from various numbering sources, taking into account the Number Portability. The Live Lookup
obtains details from the HLR query against the numbers.
Number Lookup Service checks phone numbers and provides a range of essential data for database
cleansing, delivery cost optimization, and fraud risk evaluation. The service enables validation of mobile
phone numbers, identifies mobile vs landline numbers, and obtains the country and network codes
including the original network codes if numbers are ported. Real-time subscriber data including
subscriber availability indicator, roaming indicator, and roaming information can also be obtained.

Accurate Customer Databases
Keep your database up-to-date with our Number Lookup Service. Our
service identifies incorrect formatted and un-used phone numbers, which
you can remove from your database, giving you a better sense of how many
customers you’re really connecting with. It also helps to validate phone
numbers during account registration, ensuring you have the correct
customer contact.

Reduce Delivery Cost
Get insight on mobile phone numbers to optimize SMS and voice routing.
Our service determines the validity of a mobile number, finds its current
network and whether the number has been ported, and optionally the live
subscriber data. Using the information, you can select the optimal route for
message delivery and voice calls to increase reachability and reduce
delivery cost.

Strengthen Security
Assess fraud risk with real-time live subscriber status and roaming
information for fraud risk assessment. Our service supplies the subscriber
availability indicator and the current mobile phone location so you can
compare with its previous location before granting an online, high value
financial transaction, preventing fraudulent activities.

Key Features
Mobile vs landline numbers identification

Mobile Number Portability indicator

Detection of incorrectly formatted numbers

Easy integration with HTTPS and ENUM

Accurate network code for every telephone number

Cloud-based platform with high availability

Subscriber availability indicator and roaming information

Security and compliance

NETSFERE OMNICHANNEL

ACCURATE DATA AT YOUR FINGER TIPS.

MNP Database

Live Lookup

The MNP Database provides
accurate, essential mobile
phone number data. With
our global number portability check, you can reach
every number easily and
effortlessly.

Live Lookup offers additional
intelligence of mobile phone
numbers based on the mobile
network operators’ HLRs. The
service provides the subscriber
availability status and roaming
information which can be used to
optimize routing and reduce
fraudulent activities.

MNP Database
Number Format Check
Country and Network Carrier
Ported Indicator and Original Network Carrier
Roaming Indicator, Roaming Country and Network Carrier
Reachable/Present Status

NETSFERE OMNICHANNEL

Live Lookup

ENGAGE WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS SEAMLESSLY ACROSS
CHANNELS OF THEIR CHOICE - ANYTIME, ANYWERE.

NETSFERE OMNICHANNEL
Infinite Convergence’s NetSfere Omnichannel enables enterprises to better engage their customers and partners globally
in a secured, reliable and cost-effective way. The NetSfere Omnichannel’s unique solutions, which leverage 2000 years of
combined carrier-grade messaging experience in delivering trillions of messages globally, are tailored to the enterprise or
its industry needs which enhances ROI and time-to-market for the enterprises.

Global Reach

Highly Secure

Compliant

Proven Technology

Future Proof

One-Stop Shop

Communicate &
engage with your
customers anywhere, anytime

Protect your business
and customer data
with industry-leading
security standards

Stay compliant with
global regulatory and
statutory compliance
requirements

Ensure carrier-grade
reliability & scalability

Stay ahead of the competition with innovative
industry leading cloudbased technologies

End-to-end Mobility and
Messaging Solutions for
all your communication
needs

About Infinite Convergence Solutions:
Infinite Convergence Solutions, Inc. provides next-generation messaging and mobility solutions to carriers and
enterprises globally, including a NetSfere Omnichannel suite, secure messaging through its standalone service
NetSfere (www.netsfere.com) and SMS, MMS and RCS solutions. The company's technology supports more than 500
million subscribers and over a trillion messages on an annual basis. Infinite Convergence Solutions has offices in the
United States, Germany, UK, India and Singapore.
Head Quarter:
Chicago

Sales Offices:
Chicago I Washington DC
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